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E
nergy harvesting from our living envi-
ronment to power portable electronic
devices and sensors is a kind of green

energy and have attractedworldwide atten-
tion.1�4 Mechanical energy is a huge re-
source in our daily life with various energy
scales and types such as wind energy to
mechanical vibration,5 flowing air and
water,6,7 human motion,8 and muscle
stretching.9 Smart clothes composed of
functional fibers integrated with nanostruc-
tures can be used for the purpose of gen-
erating power by harvesting mechanical
energy and self-powered sensors.6,10�12

It has great potential in building self-
powered human motion-detecting,13 health-
monitoring, 14 and antitheft systems.15

Scientists have tried to put forward the
concept of power and smart suit.16 Both the
piezoelectric and triboelectric nanostruc-
tures (PENGand TENG) havebeen integrated
onto the fibers and convert the mechanical
energy into electricity.6,12 Recently, hybrid

nanogenerators (NGs) combining two
power generation mechanisms have at-
tracted more attention.17 TENG hybrid with
PENG,18 TENG hybrid with electromagnetic
induction generator,19 and TENG hybrid
with flowing water20 have been studied to
improve power generate efficiency. The
critical design issue for hybrid NG is the
integrated fabrication method and how to
combine different energy harvest mechan-
ism. To design a fully integrated fiber-based
hybrid nanogenerator (FBHNG) composed
of TENG and PENG, we need to understand
the working mechanism of TENG and PENG
first. The basic working principle for TENG is
a combination of contact electrification and
electrostatic induction. The successive cur-
rent is gained through the charge transfer
from the multiple in-plane charge separa-
tion cycles.21,22 There is no output for
TENGwithout contact and separate motion.
Although the TENGs have high energy col-
lection efficiency which is much larger than
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ABSTRACT In the past years, scientists have shown that development of a power

suit is no longer a dream by integrating the piezoelectric nanogenerator (PENG) or

triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) with commercial carbon fiber cloth. However, there is

still no design applying those two kinds of NG together to collect the mechanical energy

more efficiently. In this paper, we demonstrate a fiber-based hybrid nanogenerator

(FBHNG) composed of TENG and PENG to collect the mechanical energy in the

environment. The FBHNG is three-dimensional and can harvest the energy from all

directions. The TENG is positioned in the core and covered with PENG as a coaxial core/

shell structure. The PENG design here not only enhances the collection efficiency of

mechanical energy by a single carbon fiber but also generates electric output when the TENG is not working. We also show the potential that the FBHNG can

be weaved into a smart cloth to harvest the mechanical energy from human motions and act as a self-powered strain sensor. The instantaneous output

power density of TENG and PENG can achieve 42.6 and 10.2 mW/m2, respectively. And the rectified output of FBHNG has been applied to charge the

commercial capacitor and drive light-emitting diodes, which are also designed as a self-powered alert system.
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PENG, the piezoelectric polarization charges of the
PENG can be created at the end of each nanostructure
by applying strain, pressure or force.23�26 Therefore,
the PENG have excellent sensitivity to external strain,
which is an advantage over TENG. In addition, the
PENG can be a supplement for TENG. The PENG studied
here not only improve the power convert efficiency of
FBHNG but also provide output under the circum-
stance without contact and separate motion.
For FBHNG, the structure design and fabrication

method is the key issue. To enhance the conversion
efficiency and the excellent adaptability of the FBHNG,
the fabrication of ZnO nanorods (NRs) on fibers has an
important role. Coaxial functional fiber can be verified
through 3D fabrication method on the carbon fibers.
Due to its lightweight, inexpensive, conductive and
foldable character, carbon fibers were demonstrated
to be an efficient substrate for FBHNG.6,12 The ZnONRs
have been successfully grown on the carbon fibers by
physical evaporation deposition (PVD)6 and hydrother-
mal growth approach.24 The length of ZnO NRs can be
further increased by adding ammonia into the reaction
solution.25 And the prepared longer ZnO NRs have
been demonstrated to have larger piezo-potential. In
those studies, ZnO NRs were grown radially around the
carbon fibers, thus designing an all-round electrode
which could utilize all ZnO NRs on fiber is an effec-
tive way to increase the contact area and improve the
energy output. The flexible polymer film could be
folded in any angle and is a perfect candidate of all-
round electrode both for PENG and TENG. Construction
of FBHNG using the foldable polymer film with sput-
tered copper electrode on both sides is a feasible way
to enhance the output of FBHNG. In addition, tribo-
electric nanomaterials such as PVDF (polyvinylidene
fluoride) has also been integrated on the carbon fibers
and the corresponding TENG have been developed.12

In this paper, we design a fully integrated TENG and
PENG on the carbon fiber cloth which contains numer-
ous carbon fibers as shown in Supporting Information
Figure S1a. The FBHNG is very flexible and can be
utilized to fabricate smart cloth for the purpose of
collecting themechanical/kinetic energy from ambient
environment. We demonstrate a novel, low-cost 3D
fabrication method to fabricate FBHNG consisting of
central ZnO NRs on carbon fibers and outer foldable
double side cooper coated nylon film as tribo- and
piezo-electrode. Coaxial functional fiber with PENG
inside and TENG outside were fully integrated on a
carbon fiber cloth. PENG is the supplement for TENG
which can also generate power and act as strain sensor
under the motion mode without TENG. 3D coaxial
structure ensured that the TENG and PENG have the
same action axis and can improve the effective impact
area greatly. ZnO NRs with the length of 10 μm were
successfully grown around the conductive carbon
fibers by hydrothermal growth approach. The output

current and voltage of the TENG and the PENG were
characterized by a mechanical motor. The measured
instantaneous power density of 12 contact array points
for TENG and PENG is 42.6 and 10.2 mW/m2, respec-
tively. The instantaneous power density and current
density for FBHNG could multiply with the increasing
of contact array points and area. The rectified outputs
have been applied to charge commercial capacitors
and drive light-emitting diodes which can be stored in
a capacitor and used in a self-powered alert system. in
addition, the FBHNG can be used as a self-powered
sensor to detect human elbow motion.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The fabrication process of the FBHNG is schemati-
cally depicted in Figure 1a. Basically, the FBHNG is a 3D
coaxial and fully integrated device containing a PENG
unit (Output 2) in the core and a TENGunit (Output 1) in
the shell. Before the fabrication process, the carbon
fiber cloth was cleaned sequentially with acetone,
ethanol, and deionized water. First, a 250 nm ZnO thin
filmwas sputtered on the carbon fiber as the seed layer
(i). Then, the ZnO NRs were grown on the ZnO seed
layer through the hydrothermal method (ii).24 Typi-
cally, the growth solution contained equal volume
(50 mM) of zinc nitrate hexahydrate, hexamethylene-
tetramine (HMTA) (50 mM) and ammonia�water
(7 mM) in deionized water and the reaction tempera-
ture was fixed at 85 �C for 12 h. As shown in SEM image
(Figure1b�d), ZnO NRs are uniformly distributed on
each fiber and the length of the ZnO NRs is 10 μm. In
the other way, metal thin films of Ti/Cu (100 nm) were
sputtered on both sides of a nylon film as the conduct-
ing electrodes (iii). The inner Ti/Cu thin film acted as the
top electrode of PENG and the outer Ti/Cu thin filmwas
the output electrode (Output 1) of TENG. The Ti/Cu-
coated nylon film was wrapped around the carbon
fiber and packaged in a tube mold with a diameter of
3 mm by polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (iv). The elas-
tomer and the cross-linker of PDMS were mixed in a
10:1 weight ratio. After the mixture was degassed for
2 h, the carbon fibers and the Ti/Cu-coated nylon film
were immersed in the mixture and degassed again to
fully fill the tube. After the solution was further heated
at 85 �C for 1 h, the coaxial FBHNG with TENG outside
and PENG inside was obtained. Before the test of the
prepared FBHNG, the mold needs to be peeled. The
SEM image of the cross section of FBHNGwas shown in
Supporting Information Figure S1b.
The working mechanisms of the FBHNG can be

explained separately as a TENG and a PENG, which is
shown in Figure 2. A clear cross section of the FBHNG is
shown in Figure 2a. For optimization of the output
of the TENG, we choose the nylon fiber as the other
contactmaterial to deform the FBHNG.When the nylon
fiber contacts the PDMS layer, the electrons on the
nylon fiber surface will transfer to the PDMS layer and
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create charged surfaces of the PDMS layer and the
nylon fiber (i). Once the nylon fiber leaves, a negative
electric potential difference between the PDMS layer
and the ground is established (ii). The electrons
will flow from the outer Cu electrode to the ground
through the external load and finally reach equilib-
rium (iii). This contributes to the positive pulse output
current of TENG from Output 1. As the nylon fiber
approaches the PDMS layer, a positive electric poten-
tial difference between the PDMS layer and the ground

is formed. This will cause the electrons flow from the
outer Cu electrode to the ground and contribute to the
negative pulse output current of TENG from Output
1 (iv), until achieving another equilibrium (i). At the
same time, when the FBHNG is deformed by the nylon
fiber, the inner PENG also starts to work because of the
coaxial structure. The ZnO NRs on the carbon fiber are
compressively strained and a positive electric potential
difference is formed between the inner Cu electrode
and the conductive carbon fiber (i).25�30 This will force

Figure 2. Workingmechanism for 3D coaxial FBHNG. (a) Certain area of the cross section is schematically shown. (b) Working
mechanism of TENG when the functional fiber contact and separate with another fiber. (c) Illustrated working mechanism of
PENG when the functional fiber press and release from another fiber.

Figure 1. Fully integrated 3D fabricationmethod for FBHNG. (a) Fabrication process step for 3DCoaxial FBHNG. (i) Depositing
of ZnO seed layer by PVD; (ii) growingof ZnONRs around carbonfiber by hydrothermalmethod; (iii) depositing of double side
copper electrodeonnylonfilm; (iv) assembling the carbonfibers andnylonfilm into tubemoldby PDMS; (v) peeling of FBHNG
from the tube mold. SEM images for the whole fiber with ZnO NRs (b), top view of ZnO NRs (c), and cross-sectional view of
ZnO NRs (d).
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the electrons to flow from the inner Cu electrode to the
carbon fiber through the external load and contribute
to the positive pulse output current of PENG from
Output 2, until reaching equilibrium (ii). As the nylon
fiber leaves and the compressive strain is released, the
piezoelectric potential will be diminished. The elec-
trons accumulated at the carbon fiber will flow back to
the inner Cu electrode, generating the negative pulse
output current of PENG from Output 2 (iii), finally
reaching another equilibrium (iv). The continuous out-
put of the FBHNG from Output 1 (TENG) and Output
2 (PENG) can be provided once the nylon fiber repeat-
edly deforms and separates from the FBHNG.
To demonstrate the working mode of the FBHNG, a

mechanical motor is used as the applied force to
ensure the contact of fibers. The nylon fiber is attached
on themotor andwill periodically contact and separate
from the FBHNG. The short-circuit current (Isc) and
open-circuit voltage (Voc) were measured to character-
ize the performance of the FBHNG. Figure 3 shows the
outputs from Output 1 and Output 2. The effective
contact area between the FBHNG and the nylon fiber is
assumed to be 9 mm2. Upon the impacting frequency
of 2 Hz, the generated current from Output 1 is 20 nA
(Figure 3a) and the generated current for Output
2 is 5.5 nA (Figure 3b). The generated voltage from
Output 1 can reach 1.5 V (Figure 3c), while the gener-
ated voltage from Output 2 has a lower value of 0.5 V
(Figure 3d). We can observe that the generated output
from TENG (Output 1) is higher than that from PENG
(Output 2).
The main advantage of the FBHNG is that it can be

easy to increase the number of working unit, which will

consequently increase the contact area and generated
output. The electrical connection of multiple FBHNG
is illustrated in Figure 4a,b. TENGs are connected in
parallel through the outer Cu electrodes in each
FBHNG unit, while the other ends of each TENG are
connected to the ground. PENGs are also connected in
parallel through the conductive carbon fibers and the
inner Cu electrode on the bottom side of the nylon film.
The simulation results of the electrostatic field distribu-
tion for one FBHNG contact with multiple nylon fibers
by Comsol Multiphysics were given in Supporting
Information Figure S2. The computed electrostatic field
around the fibers and the corresponding charge trans-
fer (ΔQ)indicated that the field strengthwas increasing
with the number of contact fibers. The relationship
between the output current and different number of
contact fibers was compared in Figure 4c (the area for
different number of contact fibers is 9, 27, 54, 81, and
108 mm2). The output current from both Output 1 and
Output 2 were increased with the contact area. The
output current from Output 1 varied from 20 to180 nA
as the contact area is increased from 9 to 108mm2. We
observed that the output current from Output 1 is
much higher than that from Output 2. The measured
ΔQ for FBHNG is also proportional to the contact area,
which is similar to the simulation results (Figure 4d).
The rectified output currents from Output 1 and Out-
put 2 were measured and shown in Figure 4e. To
present that the generated output of FBHNG can be
effectively utilized to charge the capacitor or battery,
the rectified output currents from Output 1 and Out-
put 2 were connected in parallel. The results clearly
indicate that the total rectified output current is equal

Figure 3. Measurement results for one FBHNG contact with one nylon fiber driven by Shakermotor (contact area is 9mm2). (a
and c) Current and voltage generated by TENG; (b and d) Current and voltage generated by PENG.
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to the separate rectified output current from Output 1
and Output 2.
To characterize the maximum output power density

of the FBHNG, different load resistances were con-
nected to the Output 1 and Output 2 at a working

frequency of 2 Hz. The load resistances were varied
from 5 MΩ to 5 GΩ. As the results displayed in
Figure 5a and b, when the resistance was below 10 MΩ,
the generated voltages from Output 1 and Output 2 of
FBHNG were close to 0 and the generated currents

Figure 4. (a) Schematic of physical connection for TENG and PENG. (b) The circuit topology for three TENGs and PENGs. (c)
Measured output currentwhen varying the contact area. (d) Total charge transfer of FBHNGwhenvarying the contact area. (e)
The rectified output current for Output 1, Output 2 and FBHNG (Output 1þOutput 2), the contact point for FBHNG is 12 (the
effective area is 108 mm2).

Figure 5. Output current density and voltage of TENG (a) and PENG (b) when changing the load resistance. (c) Output power
density of TENG and PENG when changing the load resistance. (d) Instantaneous power density increased with the contact
area for TENG and PENG under the load resistance of 88MΩ.
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fromOutput 1 andOutput 2 have only slight changes. As
the load resistance increased from 10 MΩ to 2 GΩ, the
generated voltage from Output 1 and Output 2 through
the load resistance was generally increase. Meanwhile,
the generated current from Output 1 and Output 2 of
FBHNG across the load resistance decreased. Depen-
dence of instantaneous power density from Output 1
and Output 2 of FBHNG on the resistance of the external
load was shown in Figure 5c. The maximum values of

instantaneous power density for Output 1 and Output 2
are 42.6 mW/m2 (250 MΩ) and 10.2 mW/m2 (88 MΩ),
respectively. The relationship between the instantaneous
power density and contact area was compared in
Figure 5d at a load resistance of 88 MΩ. It is clearly
indicated that the instantaneous power density was also
increased with the contact area of both TENG and PENG.
To address the potential applications of the FBHNG,

we demonstrate the FBHNG can be weaved with cotton

Figure 6. Generated current from Output 1 (a) and Output 2 (b) of power suit with FBHNG weaved in under the impact of
humanmotion. (c) Charging curves of 2.2 μF capacitors by the rectified outputs fromOutput 1 andOutput 2 of hybrid NGs. (d)
The photograph of the rectified outputs from Output 1 and Output 2 to charge a capacitor and being used in bag burglar
proof system.

Figure 7. Weaved FBHNG detect the bending angle of arms. (a) Schematic of weaved fiber NGs impact with the arms. (b) The
output current of PENGs under different bending angle. (c) The output voltage of PENGs under different bending angle.
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fiber to become a power cloth or power bag. The gener-
atedcurrent fromOutput1of 5weavedFBHNGscan reach
70 nA (Figure 6a), while the generated current from
Output 2 of 5 weaved FBHNGs is 4 nA (Figure 6b). The
generated outputs then connect to a full-wave rectify-
ing bridge to transform the AC outputs to a same
direction and charge a 2.2 μF capacitor (Figure 6c). By
applying commercial LEDs as an indicator, we design a
self-powered alert system (Figure 6d). Once the bag is
opened, the sliding of zipper changes the switch to an
“on” status and the LEDs will be turned on. This can
remind the owner to be careful of the bag. The FBHNG
can also function as a self-powered strain sensor for
monitoring health condition. As shown in Figure 7a,
the weaved FBHNGs were fixed tightly on the elbow.
When the elbow bends at different angles (90�, 60�,
and 30�), the generated outputs from the PENG of the
weaved FBHNGs are different (Figure 7b,c). This is
because the smaller the bending angle, the larger the
applied bending strain is on the ZnO NRs, therefore
generating more enhanced output. The stimulation
data of the piezopotential distribution along the ZnO
NRs under different strains are calculated by Comsol
Multiphysics (Supporting Information Figure S3). It is

clearly shown that the piezo-potential along the ZnO
NRs changes linearlywith the strain ratio, which verifies
the experimental results.

CONCLUSION

In summary, a newly designed FBHNG is developed
by integrating the TENG and PENG on coaxial carbon
fiber cloth. The FBHNG can bemore efficient at harvest-
ing the mechanical energy as compared to the indivi-
dual TENGor PENG. The presence of PENG in the hybrid
structure is a supplement for TENG which can still
generate output when the TENG is not working in
certain situations. The generated instantaneous power
density for TENG and PENG can achieve 42.6 and
10.2 mW/m2, respectively. We also demonstrated that
the total charge transfer, output current, and instanta-
neous power density can be largely enhanced by
increasing the area and number of FBHNG, which
shows the potential in producing the power cloth
and suit. The combination of commercial LEDs with
FBHNG indicates that it could be used in a self-powered
alert system. Besides, the FBHNG can also function
as a self-powered strain sensor for monitoring health
condition.

METHODS
Fabrication of ZnO NRs on Carbon Fibers. Well-aligned ZnO NR

arrays were grown on the fiber using the following steps: (i)
Before the growth of ZnO NWs, the carbon fibers were cleaned
ultrasonically in acetone, ethanol, and deionized water. (ii)
Compacted ZnO seed layer of 250 nm was sputtered on the
carbon fibers by PVD75 (Kurt J. Lesker Company PRO Line
PVD 75). (iii) The ZnO NRs were grown on the ZnO seed coated
carbon fibers through a hydrothermal method. The growth
solution contained equal volumes (50 mM) of zinc nitrate
hexahydrate, hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA) (50 mM) and
ammonia�water (7 mM) in deionized water and the growth
took place for 12 h at 85 �C. Finally, the ZnO NRs were grown
radially around the carbon fibers.

Fabrication of the FBHNG. Metal thin films of Ti/Cu (100 nm)
were sputtered on both sides of a flexible nylon film as the
conducting electrodes. Then, the Ti/Cu-coated nylon film was
wrapped around the carbon fiber growing with ZnO NRs and
packaged in a tubemoldwith a diameter of 3mmby PDMS. The
elastomer and the cross-linker of PDMS were mixed in a 10:1
weight ratio. After the mixture was degassed for 2 h, the carbon
fibers and the Ti/Cu-coated nylon film were immersed in the
mixture and degassed again to fully fill the tube. After the
mixture was heated further at 85 �C for 1 h, the coaxial FBHNG
with TENG outside and PENG inside was obtained. The FBHNG
was finally obtained by peeling from the tube mold.

Characterization. A Hitachi SU8010 field emission scanning
electron microscope (SEM) was used to measure the size and
height of ZnO NRs. In the electric output measurement of
the FBHNG, Shaker motor (Labworks SC121) were used to drive
the FBHNG contact and separate with the nylon fibers. For the
measurement of electrical outputs of TENG, a programmable
electrometer (Keithley model 6514) and a low noise current
preamplifier (Stanford Research System modelSR570) were used.
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